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Main message today

• Wave Motion of EAP & Shape Change 

are physically quite different problems,

but their coupled dynamics share the same 

mathematical principle: Optimal Paths. 

• The geometrical compatibility of the two problems 

invites a coordinated approach that integrates EAP 

wave propagation with cardiac shape change.



TWO  COMPATIBLE  APPROACHES

• Two compatible approaches to EAP waves and shape 
dynamics of the heart will be discussed. 

• Both involve the concept of motion along optimal paths.

• Their common basis enables, e.g., the conductance 
metric to be incorporated into the shape metric. 

• Compatibility of the two approaches provides a platform 
for data fusion of shape and wave configurations.



MRI (left), CT (right) 

Fused Data (centre)* 

*Courtesy of D. Rueckert, Imperial College Computing



3D isochrones of EAP show wave fronts



Three types of EAP propagation models

(1) Biophysical models: evolutionary PDE for EAP  +  ionic models 

(ODE for ion concentrations and channels, cf. Noble, Luo-Rudy)

(2) Phenomenological models: semi-linear evolution PDE simplified to 

two sets of equations for the intra- and extra-cellular potentials

(Bi-domain, Mono-domain nonlinear reaction-diffusion models

involving reduced Hodgkin-Huxley or FitzHugh-Nagumo eqns for gate 

parameters)

(3) Eikonal models: A single non-linear PDE for the time at which the 

depolarisation front arrives at a given point in space. 

(Treats leading edge motion and ignores wave profile dynamics.)



The Mono-domain model of electro-

physiology is a reaction-diffusion PDE
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FitzHugh-Nagumo eqns* with tensor conductance
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*Simplification of Hodgkin-Huxley equations for neurons



Eikonal model with conductance metric

Let S(x) be the arrival time of the reaction-

diffusion wave at a given location x
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The principle that the wave is optimal (i.e., takes the least time)

produces an equation that governs the wave-front motion.  This is 

Fermat’s principle (1650) and it produces Huygens wave fronts.

(See Keener,  Pertsov,  Panfilov,  Bernus, Ten Tusscher and 

others.)



The Eikonal Eqn

determines the arrival time

S(x) = t of the reaction-diffusion wave at position x



||S ||2S D(x)S 1

Level sets of the arrival time S(x)

are the wave front positions (isochrones)



1st order: Model Isochrones of EAP as Optimal Paths 

(These are Geodesics, or Least Time Paths)



Punchline #1:
Optimal paths (geodesics of least time 

arising from Fermat’s principle)

apply to cardiac isochrones.

This is cardioptics (ignores wave profile of 

repolarisation arising from reaction dynamics)



In finite dimensions, Optimal Paths satisfy ODEs

On a manifold with 

coordinates x1,…,xn, get:

The solutions produce the finite-dimensional paths.

To describe cardiac wave propagation & change of 

shape, an analogous equation is needed on the 

infinite-dimensional space of smooth invertible 

maps.
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Start with Fermat’s 

variational principle:
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Evolution of Shapes & Pictures

Shape

Picture

Registration

Segmentation



D'Arcy Thompson, On Growth and Form (1917)

used smooth invertible coord transformations to 

study the shape relations among species of fish



Heart to heart geodesics (Miller et al.)

Geodesics may be used in tracking the principal components of diseased hearts.



Three hearts (1 normal and 2 failing) are registered to the (normal) 

template heart. Each registered heart is coloured according to the 

magnitude of the local displacement necessary to transform the 

template heart to the target heart from a data base. Colours 

measure distance from normal template, courtesy of Miller et al.



Objective of template matching in anatomy

• All topologically equivalent shapes may be invertibly

and smoothly deformed from one shape to another.

• Objective: design a 3D computer model that for 

each MRI or other scan of each patient, finds an 

optimal, or shortest, path of deformations from the 

scanned region to the ideal, or normal, model.

•The length of that optimal path is the difference in

shape. This is the basis of Computational Anatomy



What exactly is optimal path length for shape?
• The path of shortest length from one shape to another is their

optimal deformation (smooth invertible map between the shapes).

• But what is the optimal path length? Mathematically, this is

The choice of norm || || defines

the meaning of “optimal”.

E.g., How many derivatives?

(Requiring derivatives to match 

may give more robust results.)

  



min || u || dt   for a norm || u ||  on velocities (vector fields)







EPDiff yields Geodesics on Shape Manifolds

On a manifold with 

coordinates x1,…,xn, get:

Analog on 

the infinite 

dimensional 

space of 

smooth 

invertible 

maps  is:
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Start with Fermat’s 

variational principle:
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EPDiff solutions allow large deformations!
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EPDiff allows large deformations



Punchline #2:
The infinite-dimensional manifold of transformations 

of shape could be useful in hospitals!

Optimal paths may be used to compare 
diseased hearts with normal hearts, by 

comparing their shapes as they function.

Shape Change & Image Registration along optimal 
paths are governed by the same equation: EPDiff.



The EPDiff equation Models Evolution of both 

Shape Deformation and Image Registration

E is for Euler

P is for Poincaré

But what is Diff?

Diff (Diffeomorphism) means 

“smooth invertible map”, 

as D’A Thompson suggested



Implication of Punchline # 2

• The new computer-based applications arising in 

biomedical imaging and data fusion of both 

shape and electrogram measurements . . .

. . . summon a certain type of mathematical 

understanding of the dynamics of shape-

changes along optimal paths (geodesics) on 

infinite-dimensional manifolds.



Thanks!  Any questions?

Darryl D Holm
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Reaction-diffusion PDE model of EAP 

pulse propagation with shape change
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FitzHugh-Nagumo eqns with tensor conductance

• Programmed shape evolution accounts for deformation, 

but not for mechanical properties 

• Diffusion by the covariant Laplace-Beltrami operator 

combines the metrics for shape and conductance

D jk(x)

Shape is programmed into



x j (t)



Identity map Map to target image

Optimal path of deformation (shortest distance between 2 shapes)

EPDiff flow

Diff(M)

Template Matching is used for shape recognition



Computational Anatomy (CA) uses

Template Matching (TM) in its Imaging
(Miller, Mumford, Trouvé, Younes, DH, . . . )

0 1( (1))I I 

TM for CA ALSO satisfies EPDiff equation:
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